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Simultaneously enhanced strength and
ductility for 3D-printed stainless steel 316L
by selective laser melting
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Abstract
Laser-based powder-bed fusion additive manufacturing or three-dimensional printing technology has gained
tremendous attention due to its controllable, digital, and automated manufacturing process, which can afford a
refined microstructure and superior strength. However, it is a major challenge to additively manufacture metal parts
with satisfactory ductility and toughness. Here we report a novel selective laser melting process to simultaneously
enhance the strength and ductility of stainless steel 316L by in-process engineering its microstructure into a <011>
crystallographic texture. We find that the tensile strength and ductility of SLM-built stainless steel 316L samples could
be enhanced by ~16% and ~40% respectively, with the engineered <011> textured microstructure compared to the
common <001> textured microstructure. This is because the favorable nano-twinning mechanism was significantly
more activated in the <011> textured stainless steel 316L samples during plastic deformation. In addition, kinetic
simulations were performed to unveil the relationship between the melt pool geometry and crystallographic texture.
The new additive manufacturing strategy of engineering the crystallographic texture can be applied to other metals
and alloys with twinning-induced plasticity. This work paves the way to additively manufacture metal parts with high
strength and high ductility.

Introduction
Metal additive manufacturing (AM), also known as

metal three-dimensional (3D) printing, can produce high-
strength complex geometries1 to obtain components with
fine microstructures2 and achieve microstructural control
within parts3. However, metal AM builds typically suffer
from poor mechanical properties, such as low ductility
and inconsistency, due to the presence of lack-of-fusion
defects, internal pores, residual stresses, and anisotropy4, 5.
Post-processing treatments are generally required to
restore the desired toughness6. Selective laser melting
(SLM) has been become a mainstream powder-bed fusion
metal AM technique due to its refined resolution and
widespread adoption7. It is commonly accepted that SLM-

built parts experience a layer-wise cyclic thermal history8.
Highly dense parts (>99%) can be realized by optimizing the
laser scanning parameters9. They normally possess a strong
<001> crystallographic texture along the build direction
against the heat dissipation route10. Epitaxial growth is
frequently observed11 and is hypothesized to be a pre-
requisite for the formation of various crystallographic tex-
tures12. Owing to the rapid cooling (~106 K/s) to ambient
temperature involved in the SLM process11, elemental
segregation is greatly suppressed, while large quantities of
martensitic phases and dislocations are favored13. There-
fore, SLM-built components tend to have higher strength
than their counterparts processed by other metal AM
techniques. However, the decrease in ductility accompanied
with reduced toughness remains to be an unresolved issue
in metal AM, especially for the SLM process.
Inspired by the various crystallographic textures11,14,15

and grain morphologies16 achieved via different scanning
strategies in SLM, microstructural control within the
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SLM-built part holds the key to property enhancement. In
addition to the common <001> crystallographic texture
obtained through SLM, a few studies also attained <011>
crystallographic texture along the build direction3,11,14,17.
Moreover, nanometer-scale twinning (nano-twinning) is
shown to be of utmost importance for ductility
improvement in the latest research on metals and
alloys18–20. Unlike conventional grain boundaries or
interphase interfaces, the twin boundary energy is low,
and it possesses a greater dislocation storage capacity21.
Dislocations can pass through or glide along the twin
boundaries by dissolving into partial dislocations21, which
could simultaneously enhance both the strength and the
ductility of a material.
In this work, we aim to overcome the trade-off between

strength and ductility in SLM-built metals and alloys by the
in situ tailoring of specific crystallographic textures and
grain sizes. Stainless steel 316L (SS316L) is chosen as a
representative material for this purpose because it is a
popular material employed in metal AM with broad
applications10,22,23. Moreover, SS316L is a face-centered
cubic (FCC) metal with a relatively low stacking fault energy
of ~20mJ/m2, which favors deformation-induced twin-
ning24. This work shows that, by utilizing a specific laser
scanning strategy, a favorable fine-grained microstructure
with a <011> crystallographic texture could be produced.
This aids the activation of the nano-twinning mechanism
during the tensile deformation of SLM-built SS316L at
room temperature, which simultaneously increases the
strength and ductility. This work proposes a promising
solution to improve the mechanical performance of metal
AM components while using less material.

Materials and methods
Sample preparation
All samples were fabricated with an SLM 250 HL machine

(SLM Solutions Group AG, Lübeck, Germany). The pre-
cursor material was spherical gas-atomized SS316L powder
with a size range of 20–63 μm. A dual laser system was
employed, where the laser has a Gaussian profile for power
inputs below 400W and a top-hat profile for inputs up to 1
kW. The samples to test the process parameters were built
with dimensions of 10mm3, and at least two samples per
parameter set were built. Standard mechanical polishing
procedures were adopted and can be found elsewhere10.
Both chemical (~30min) and electrolytic (~10 s) etchings
were employed with Kroll’s reagent (1–3% HF, 2–6% HNO3,
and 91–97% H2O) before optical microscopic (OM) and
scanning electron microscopic (SEM) examination.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and mechanical testing
XRD analysis was conducted on a PANalytical

Empyrean with Cu Kα radiation. A step size of 0.01° was
used for all samples. The tensile coupon blocks were

built with dimensions of 14 × 36 × 10 mm3. They were
then machined to the tensile coupon size (see Supple-
mentary Fig. 1(d)) via the electrical discharge machining
method. The samples were ground with #320 grit sand
paper followed by #1000 grit. Tensile tests were per-
formed on an Instron static tester (series 5569) with a
strain rate of 2.65 × 10−4/s. A contact-based extens-
ometer was used until break. At least three samples for
each set were tested.

Monte Carlo simulations
Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations were conducted with

the open-source Stochastic Parallel PARticle Kinetic
Simulator25,26. The Monte Carlo Potts model that
involves spins (or grain identifies) on a discrete lattice was
employed. The overall bond energies between adjoining
unlike spins (adjacent grains) were computed as

E ¼ 1
2

PN

i¼1

PL

j¼1
ð1� δðqiqjÞÞ, where N is the total number of

lattice sites, qi and qj are the spins at lattices sites i and j,
and L is the number of neighbors of each lattice site. A is
the mobility factor and F is specified as

F ¼ Foexp
�Q

kBTðt;iÞ
� �

, where Q is the activation energy for

grain boundary motion, Fo is a user defined prefatory, KB

is Boltzmann’s constant, and T(t,i) is the temperature
input at a specific time and location. The Monte Carlo
acceptance probability of spin flip was then calculated as

P ¼ Fexp �ΔE
kBTs

� �
if ΔE>0

F if ΔE � 0

(

. This ensures that the

overall energy of the system decreases with each calcu-
lation step and thus grain growth proceeds.

Electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) and transmission
electron microscopic (TEM) analyses
An extra step of Struers OPS polishing was performed

after the standard polishing procedures10 to prepare the
samples for the EBSD experiments, which were performed
on a JEOL JMS-7600F SEM equipped with an Oxford EBSD
system. The step sizes used for as-built and deformed
samples were 1 μm and 0.3 μm, respectively. Light etching
was performed on the as-built samples to review the melt
tracks. Post-deformation EBSD graphs were taken ~3mm
away from the fracture site. Data analysis was performed
with the open-source software MTEX27. TEM studies were
carried on a JOEL TEM 2010 at an accelerating voltage of
200 kV. The samples were prepared similarly to those in a
previous study10.

Results
Simultaneously enhanced strength and ductility
The overall SLM processing route is illustrated in Fig. 1.

By manipulating the laser power and scanning strategy
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(Fig. 1a), the geometrical features of the melt pool varied
accordingly (Fig. 1b). It would affect the crystallographic
textures (Fig. 1c) formed within the built part and the
deformation mechanisms (Fig. 1d) active in the defor-
mation process, which could result in different mechan-
ical properties, as shown in Fig. 1e. The SLM process
parameters with different power inputs are given in
Supplementary Table 1. Samples in this work built with
100W power suffered from poor relative densities due to
the lack-of-fusion defects caused by insufficient melting.
The XRD results of the recycled SS316L powder and the
SLM-built SS316L samples are displayed in Fig. 2a. Only
FCC γ-phase austenite was detected in all SLM-built
samples. From the XRD peak intensity distribution, we
can see that the 100W sample shows a similar poly-
crystalline XRD profile to that of the recycled powder. In
contrast, the 200W and 380W samples have the stron-
gest (200) peak, and the 570W, 760W and 950W sam-
ples possess the strongest (220) peak. This suggests that
they may have different crystallographic textures, which
will be further elaborated by the EBSD study in the fol-
lowing section.
Figure 2b shows the tensile properties of SLM-built

SS316L samples with varying process parameters. The
mechanical requirements for SS316L based on ASTM
A240/A240M28 are indicated in Fig. 2b. It is worth noting
that samples with similar crystallographic textures had
very close tensile performances. Thus only the 100W,
380W and 950W samples will be discussed hereafter for
clarity. Among all the samples, the 100W sample had the
lowest tensile strength and elongation values owing to its
relatively high porosity. Its strength meets the ASTM
standard, but its elongation is poor. We note that the
strength of the 380W sample far exceeds the ASTM

standard. However, its elongation is not satisfactory and is
still below the standard. Interestingly, the 950W sample
exhibits higher strength and better ductility than the 380
W counterpart. The increase in the true ultimate tensile
strength and true strain can be up to ~16% and ~40%,
respectively. Similar tensile results along the SLM build
direction are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. Figure 2c
shows the work hardening rate curves normalized by a
shear modulus of 74 GPa for SS316L29. All samples dis-
play a general decreasing trend, and the work hardening
regimes fall within 0.01–0.03 G, which is comparable to
other FCC metals with deformation twins30,31.
A closer examination of the work hardening rate graphs

shows that deformation twinning started earlier for the
950W sample at a true strain of ~0.020 compared to
~0.025 for the 380W sample. These values correspond to
the experimental twinning stresses, σtw (950 W)= ~585
MPa and σtw (380 W)= ~567MPa, from Fig. 2b. As known,
the deformation twinning stress σtw was derived from σtw
= 2×γsf /(bp×maverage)

32, where γsf is the stacking fault
energy (~20 mJ/m2)24, bp is the Burgers vector for
Shockley partial dislocation (~0.146 nm), and m is the
Schmid factor. In this work, the area-normalized Schmid
factors for the 950W and 380W samples were deter-
mined to be 0.451 and 0.459, respectively, from their
EBSD maps. Therefore, the calculated twining stresses
are σtw(950 W)= 607MPa and σtw(380 W)= 597MPa, which
are in good agreement with the experimental results.
Despite its earlier initiation of deformation twinning, the
950W sample goes through a longer period of work
hardening. This is mainly attributed to the higher quantity
of deformation twins in the deformed 950W sample,
which can be confirmed by the post-deformation EBSD
and TEM analyses.

Fig. 1 Overview flowchart of the design of desired properties by means of an SLM AM process. a Laser scanning strategies for single-scan and
multi-scan melt pools using different laser process parameters. b The three key geometrical features (width, depth, and rear length) of a melt pool
affecting grain growth. c Schematic illustration showing the formation of <001> and <011> crystallographic textures due to the different melt pool
geometries. d Schematics of the two prevailing deformation mechanisms (dislocation slip and twinning) in metals and alloys. e The expected
outcome of simultaneously enhanced strength and ductility for the SLM-built parts
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Microstructure and crystallographic texture
Figure 3 shows that cellular microstructure is present

in the 380W and 950W samples due to the fast cooling
rates10. With different laser power inputs and laser
scanning lengths, however, the size and morphology of
the melt pools in the two samples drastically differed. As
illustrated in Fig. 1a, the 380W sample shows a single-
scan melt pool with a Gaussian laser profile, whereas the
950W sample shows a multi-scan melt pool with a top-
hat laser profile. Figure 3a, d show the XY cross-
sectional OM images of the 380W and 950W samples,
from which the differences in laser scanning length and
hatch spacing can be clearly observed. The 950W melt
pool is several times larger in size than that of 380W, as
shown in Fig. 3b, e. There exists an obvious epitaxial
cellular microstructure in the 380W sample, but we
only observed an obscure non-epitaxial and misaligned
cellular microstructure in the 950W sample (Fig. 3c, f).
The cellular morphologies arise from similar tempera-
ture gradient (GL) vs. solidification velocity (VL) condi-
tions experienced by both samples33. In situ heat
treatment effects from the multi-scan melt pool reduce
the propensity of elemental segregation, leading to an
obscure sub-grain microstructure in the 950W sample.
The black holes were generated by pitting corrosion
during the etching process34. The strong Marangoni
effect and the high recoil pressure result in strong
convection flow within the large 950W melt pool, which
may induce misaligned cellular growth.
Figure 4a, b show the EBSD orientation maps of the 380

W and 950W samples on the XZ plane. The 380W
sample has a crystallographic texture index of ~3.6 along
the <001> direction, and the 950W sample possesses a
texture index of ~2.1 along the <011> direction, as
computed from their corresponding inverse pole figures
(IPFs), as shown in Fig. 4c, d. Despite the larger melt pool
formed in the 950W sample, it yields a much smaller
average grain area of ~180 μm2 compared to that of ~310
μm2 for the 380W sample. The melt pool boundaries in
the 950W sample are marked by black solid lines for
clarity. By following the heat transfer path, it is clear that
all grains were grown perpendicular to the melt pool
boundaries. Moreover, fine equiaxed grains were formed
on the periphery of the melt pool boundaries. Unlike the
epitaxial grain growth along the build direction in the 380
W sample, a “zig-zag”, non-epitaxial growth mode is
clearly observed in the 950W sample. It is noted that the
microstructures of both the 380W and 950W sample
remain stable after heat treatment at 650 °C for 2 h, as
shown in Supplementary Fig. 3.
To better understand the relationship between the melt

pool geometry and the crystallographic texture, kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations were conducted incorporating
three key parameters, i.e., width, depth, and rear length of

Fig. 2 Phase constitution and tensile properties of the SLM-built
SS316L samples with different laser scanning strategies. a XRD
profiles of the recycled SS316L powder and tensile coupons built at
varying laser powers. b Engineering stress vs. engineering strain
graphs for the various SLM-built SS316L parts. The minimum
requirements for the tensile properties (including yield strength σy,
ultimate tensile strength σu, and elongation ε for SS316L are indicated.
c True strain hardening rate curves normalized by the shear modulus
as a function of true strain in the representative 100 W, 380W and 950
W samples
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the melt pool geometry, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Only the
rear part of the melt pool was computed, as the front part
has little effect on grain growth35. Owing to the different
melt pool geometries, the grain growth directions are
vastly different within each of the melt pools in the two
abovementioned samples (see Fig. 1c). Figure 4e, g depict
the isometric views of the grain morphologies within the
melt pools of the 380W and 950W samples, respectively.
The melt pool widths and depths were taken directly from
OM observations (Supplementary Fig. 4). The rear length
of the melt pool was captured either from finite element
simulations or observation of its ripple pattern. The ratio
of the melt pool width, height, and rear length is 6:1:35
and 2:1:3.6 for the 380W and 950W samples, respec-
tively. It is apparent that grains tend to grow straight from
bottom to top within the 380W melt pool (Fig. 4f).
However, in the 950W melt pool, the grains grow per-
pendicular to the melt pool boundary (Fig. 4h). There is a
cluster of equiaxed grains within the center of the melt
pool, which prevents the columnar grains from further
growth. Moreover, fine equiaxed grains are also present at
the periphery of melt pool boundary. Therefore, the
experimental observation of the <011> crystallographic
texture in the 950W sample is well consistent with the
simulation results. Videos of the detailed simulation
results of these two types of melt pools can be viewed in
Supplementary Video 1 and Supplementary Video 2.
In addition, the systematic simulation results regarding
the influence of the melt pool geometry on the

crystallographic texture can be seen in Supplementary
Fig. 5.

Influence of laser power and scanning strategy
It is demonstrated that by employing a specific laser

power and scanning strategy, the crystallographic texture
and grain size can be engineered through an SLM process.
Different tensile behavior may be observed, provided that
different deformation mechanisms prevail (see Fig. 1d, e).
However, the laser power is not the sole determining
factor for the formation of crystallographic textures. It has
been reported that a lower laser power of 400W produces
a <011> texture, whereas a higher power of 1 kW gen-
erates a <001> texture36 for the same material (SS316L).
Thus a suitable scanning strategy catering to a specific
laser power is the key to engineering the crystallographic
texture.
Dislocation slip and deformation twinning are the two

competing and complementary plastic deformation
mechanisms. Deformation twinning is favored because of
its superior dislocation storage capacity, which benefits
work hardening and ductility enhancement21. Figure 5a, c
show the XY-plane EBSD graphs of deformed 380W and
950W samples. Many deformation-induced twins can be
observed in certain grains, which are highlighted in the
band contrast maps for clarification in Fig. 5b, d.
Though nanoscale twins may be absent due to the limited
resolution of EBSD scanning (0.3 μm step size), the
detected twins in the 380W sample are larger but fewer in

Fig. 3 Melt tracks and microstructures of SLM-built SS316L samples using laser powers of 380W and 950W. Top- and side-view OM images
of the a, b 380W sample and d, e 950W sample. Side-view SEM images of the c 380W sample and f 950W sample. Scale bars for a, d are 200 μm, b,
e are 50 μm, and c, f are 10 μm
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number compared to the 950W sample. A total area
of ~0.6 mm2 was examined by EBSD for the deformed
380W and 950W samples. The overall detected twin
length in the deformed 950W sample (~17.0 mm) is
~25% longer than that of the deformed 380W sample
(~13.6 mm).
Figure 5e, g show the corresponding IPFs of Fig. 5a, c

along the tensile direction. Grains with and without
deformation twins are marked by red and black dots. The

dotted contour lines indicate the Taylor factor (M). It is
apparent that deformation-induced twinning hardly
appears when M < 2.6 and the majority of twinned grains
are aligned close to the <111> orientation along the ten-
sile direction. This is consistent with previous findings
from other types of austenitic steels37–39. It is accepted
that the activation of multiple slip systems and the pre-
sence of dislocation pile-ups are necessary to induce
twinning during deformation40. Grains with a higher

Fig. 4 Formation of <001> and <011> crystallographic textures in SLM-built SS316L samples with laser powers of 380W and 950W,
respectively. EBSD IPF color maps with respect to build direction and their respective pole figures for the a, c 380W sample and b, d 950 W sample.
Isometric and front views of the kinetic Monte Carlo simulation results for the e, f 380W sample and g, h 950W sample. Scale bars for a, b are 200 μm
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Taylor factor (M > 2.6) experienced a greater amount of
crystallographic shear with regards to the uniaxial tension,
which in turn resulted in additional strain hardening and a
higher dislocation density to maintain strain compatibility
with the adjoining grains41. Moreover, it is revealed that
grains with a lower Taylor factor (M < 2.6) may not have
sufficient slip systems and/or dislocations to induce defor-
mation twinning. Figure 5f, h show the IPFs from the two
EBSD maps of the as-built 380W and 950W samples in
Fig. 4. It can be derived from Fig. 5f that most of the grains
in the 380W sample were unfavorable to induce defor-
mation twinning, at least at the initial deformation stage,
due to the strong <001> crystallographic texture and low
value of M (<2.6) along the tensile direction. In contrast,
due to the <011> crystallographic texture formed in the 950
W sample, the grains were not entirely constrained within
the region of M < 2.6. Thus a larger number of deformation
twins could be formed during the plastic deformation
process. Moreover, as suggested by recent relevant studies,
residual stress does not seem to play a significant role in the
deformation process for SLM-processed SS316L42–44. Thus
the influence of residual stress on the mechanical defor-
mation behavior may not be a main concern in this work.
TEM study of the as-SLM-built SS316L samples reveals

that more dislocations exist in the 950W sample than in
the 380W sample (see Supplementary Fig. 6). Figure 6a
shows two adjacent grains with two different orientations
(<001> and <321>) in the deformed 380W sample. No

twins were observed within the <001>-oriented grain. The
cubic texture of (001)[100] developed in the 380W
sample further confirms that grains with an orientation
close to <001> alignment along the tensile direction are
unfavorable for deformation twinning. However, within
the non-<001>-oriented grains, separated single-twin
lamellae with tens of nanometers in width are com-
monly seen in the 380W sample (Fig. 6a–c). Moreover,
Fig. 6b, c display a large number of dislocations and
stacking faults between the twin lamellae, which likely
strongly interact with each other during plastic defor-
mation. In contrast, many more multiple deformation
twin lamellae were observed in the deformed 950W
sample (see Fig. 6d). The multiple nano-twin lamellae and
the stacking fault regions are shown in Fig. 6e. The high-
resolution transmission electron microscopic image in
Fig. 6f reveals the nano-twin lamellae and stacking faults
on the atomic scale. Stacking faults composed of partial
dislocations were formed owing to the dislocation/twin
interactions19. It is evidenced that twinning is the domi-
nant deformation mechanism in the <011>-textured 950
W sample and the formation of nano-twins could be the
major reason for the simultaneously enhanced strength
and ductility.

Discussion
The present study reveals that the strength and ductility

of SS316L can be simultaneously enhanced via an SLM

Fig. 5 Occurrence of deformation twins in SLM-built SS316L samples after plastic deformation. EBSD IPF color maps for the top view of
deformed a 380W and c 950W samples. The respective band contrast maps superimposed with red-colored deformation twins are shown in b and
d. The inverse pole figures consisting of grains with and without deformation twins parallel to the tensile direction are shown in e and g. The inverse
pole figures of the as-built f 380W and h 950W samples parallel to the tensile direction. The dotted contour lines represent the Taylor factors. Scale
bars for a, c are 50 μm
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process by tailoring a specific crystallographic texture. It
was shown that the melt pool geometry has a significant
influence on the formation of the crystallographic texture.
From the previous studies on single laser tracks, we know
that slow scanning generates deep but irregular melt
pools, while fast scanning creates discontinuous balling
phenomena35,45. Therefore, the majority of the optimized
laser scanning parameters fall in between, producing
regular, shallow melt pools. This in turn contributes to
the formation of a <001> crystallographic texture along
the build direction in SLM-built metal parts. In this work,
we propose a multi-scan melt pool strategy (Fig. 1a) that
can produce a stable, deep melt pool with a width-to-
height ratio of 2:1 by utilizing a high-power (>400W)
laser with a top-hat profile. Accordingly, a desirable
<011> crystallographic texture is formed instead of the
common <001> crystallographic texture. Utilizing the
kinetic Monte Carlo mesoscale simulation approach, it is

shown that a long, shallow melt pool promotes the for-
mation of <001> texture, whereas a short, deep melt pool
favors the occurrence of <011> texture (see Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5). Obviously, both the experimental and simu-
lation results demonstrate that we can effectively engineer
the crystallographic textures within the SLM-processed
metal parts by adjusting the melt pool geometry via dif-
ferent laser beam process parameters. Of particular note
is that the crystallographic texture selection map shown in
Supplementary Fig. 5 can also be applied to other powder-
based AM processes, such as electron beam melting and
laser engineered net shaping. This work provides mean-
ingful guidance for the fabrication of complex metal parts
with desired properties via microstructural engineering in
a beam-based, layer-wise material deposition process.
Deformation twinning is unfavorable in the <001>

orientation along the tensile direction35. However, most
metal AM parts, such as the 380W sample in this work,

Fig. 6 TEM micrographs showing the dominant deformation mechanisms in the two representative SLM-built SS316L samples with
different crystallographic textures. a TEM image showing two adjacent grains with <001> and <321> orientations in the deformed 380W sample.
The grain boundary (GB) is indicated. The right three arrows point to the single-twin lamellae. b TEM image showing dislocations and stacking faults
between two single-twin lamellae in the deformed 380W sample. c Enlarged TEM image of the enclosed region in b showing a nano-twin and
surrounding stacking faults (SFs) along the <011> zone axis. d TEM image showing a large number of multiple twins indicated by arrows in the
deformed 950W sample along the <011> zone axis. e TEM image showing the multiple nano-twins in the deformed 950W sample. f HRTEM image
of the enclosed region in e showing the nano-twin lamellae with twin boundaries (TBs) and SFs. Scale bars for a, b, d are 200 nm, for c, e 50 nm, and
for f 5 nm
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have a <001> crystallographic texture. Though grain rota-
tions may occur due to intragranular compatibility during
the elongation process, the deformation twinning capacity is
greatly limited. In contrast, the <011> crystallographic tex-
ture that formed in the 950W sample enables the activation
of more deformation twins within the grains, particularly for
the formation of nano-twins, allowing higher strains. The IPF
results showed that this is the case for directions both per-
pendicular and parallel to the build direction. Moreover, the
smaller grain size and higher amount of initial dislocation
density in the 950W sample contribute to a higher yield
strength. Therefore, a higher yield strength accompanied by
an earlier initiation of deformation twinning and a longer
strain hardening regime due to the specific <011> crystal-
lographic texture makes the high-power SLM-built samples
stronger and tougher.
The findings of the present work will be of significance to

additively manufacture other types of metallic materials into
high-performance parts, especially those with a low stacking
fault energy. This work also helps explain and predict the
formation of certain crystallographic textures during rapid
solidification processes, such as welding and laser surface
modification. Engineering crystallographic textures in the
microstructure via an SLM process is a promising method
to overcome the long-standing strength–ductility dilemma
in metallic engineering materials. With enhanced strength
and ductility, metal AM parts or components will become
safer when used in heavy load-bearing structures, and less
material will be needed to achieve the same goal. Moreover,
the use of a high-power laser can effectively improve the
AM fabrication rate. These findings can help metal AM find
broader industrial application.
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